
The Enchanting Tale of Petra Luna: A Journey
through Barefoot Dreams
There is a place where reality blurs with dreams, where the mundane transforms
into magic, and where every step taken feels like a dance through time. This
enchanted realm is known as Petra Luna – a hidden gem in the heart of the
mystical forest, whispered only among those who believe in the power of
imagination.

Imagine a moonlit night, where the sky is adorned with a thousand shimmering
stars, and the air is filled with whispers carried by the gentle breeze. This is the
setting for our tale, where Petra Luna comes to life.

The story begins with a young girl named Isabella, who sets foot into the magical
realm of Petra Luna. With each step she takes, Isabella leaves behind the
expectations and realities of the world she once knew. Here, she is free to dream,
to explore, and to uncover the secrets that lie hidden within the ancient forest.
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As Isabella ventures deeper into Petra Luna, she encounters mystical creatures
that have called this place their home for centuries. Fairies with glistening wings
dance around her, their laughter echoing through the trees. Majestic unicorns
graze peacefully in the meadows, their presence emitting an aura of grace and
tranquility.

But it is the spirits of the enchanted forest that truly capture Isabella's attention.
These ethereal beings, known as the Luminos, are the keepers of Petra Luna's
secrets. With their gleaming eyes and luminescent presence, they guide Isabella
through the maze of trees, unveiling the wonders that lay hidden beyond the veil
of reality.

One of Petra Luna's most magical features is its shimmering lake, reflecting the
moonlight like a mirror. Legend has it that this lake holds the power to make
dreams come true. As Isabella stands by the edge, she gazes upon her reflection
and whispers her deepest desires. With each whispered word, the lake shimmers
brighter, as if responding to her wishes.



Isabella's journey through Petra Luna continues, filled with
enchanting encounters and awe-inspiring landscapes. She
traverses through meadows adorned with vibrant wildflowers, their
scent intoxicating her senses. She discovers ancient ruins covered
in moss and ivy, each telling a story of forgotten tales.

Throughout her adventure, Isabella realizes that the key to
unlocking the magic of Petra Luna lies within herself. With each
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step taken barefoot, she connects with the energy of the earth,
grounding herself in the present moment. This connection allows
her dreams to become reality, as she delves deeper into her own
imagination and embraces the hidden powers that lie within.

As the sun begins to rise, casting hues of pink and gold across the
sky, Isabella's time in Petra Luna draws to a close. With a heavy
heart, she bids farewell to the Luminos, the fairies, the unicorns,
and the enchanted forest that has become her second home. But
she leaves with a renewed sense of wonder, knowing that the magic
she experienced will forever be a part of her.



The story of Petra Luna is a reminder that within each of us lies the
potential to create our own magical worlds. It illuminates the power
of imagination and the importance of embracing our dreams. Just
like Isabella, we can journey into the depths of our souls, discover
our hidden desires, and bring them to life.

So, step into the world of Petra Luna, dear reader, and let your bare
feet carry you towards a realm where dreams become reality and
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possibilities are endless. Allow yourself to be embraced by the
enchantment and immerse yourself in the captivating story of the
Barefoot Dreams of Petra Luna.
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Based on a true story, the tale of one girl's perilous journey to cross
the U.S. border and lead her family to safety during the Mexican
Revolution.

"Wrenching debut about family, loss, and finding the strength to
carry on."—Booklist, starred review

"Blazes bright, gripping readers until the novel's last page."—
Publishers Weekly, starred review
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"Vital and perilous and hopeful."—Alan Gratz, New York Times
bestselling author of Refugee

It is 1913, and twelve-year-old Petra Luna's mama has died while the
Revolution rages in Mexico. Before her papa is dragged away by
soldiers, Petra vows to him that she will care for the family she has
left—her abuelita, little sister Amelia, and baby brother Luisito—
until they can be reunited. They flee north through the unforgiving
desert as their town burns, searching for safe harbor in a world that
offers none.

Each night when Petra closes her eyes, she holds her dreams close,
especially her long-held desire to learn to read. Abuelita calls these
barefoot dreams: "They're like us barefoot peasants and indios—
they're not meant to go far." But Petra refuses to listen. Through
battlefields and deserts, hunger and fear, Petra will stop at nothing
to keep her family safe and lead them to a better life across the U.S.
border—a life where her barefoot dreams could finally become
reality.

"Dobbs' wrenching debut, about family, loss, and finding the
strength to carry on, illuminates the harsh realities of war, the
heartbreaking disparities between the poor and the rich, and the
racism faced by Petra and her family. Readers will love Petra, who is
as strong as the black-coal rock she carries with her and as
beautiful as the diamond hidden within it."—Booklist, starred review
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